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Abstract: Secret sharing schemes are desirable across a
variety of real-world settings due to the security and
privacy properties they can provide, such as availability and separation of privilege. However, transitioning
secret sharing schemes from theoretical research to practical use must account for gaps in achieving these properties that arise due to the realities of concrete implementations, threat models, and use cases. We present
a formalization and analysis, using Ellison’s notion of
ceremonies, that demonstrates how simple variations in
use cases of secret sharing schemes result in the potential loss of some security properties, a result that
cannot be derived from the analysis of the underlying
cryptographic protocol alone. Our framework accounts
for such variations in the design and analysis of secret
sharing implementations by presenting a more detailed
user-focused process and defining previously overlooked
assumptions about user roles and actions within the
scheme to support analysis when designing such ceremonies. We identify existing mechanisms that, when
applied to an appropriate implementation, close the security gaps we identified. We present our implementation including these mechanisms and a corresponding
security assessment using our framework.
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1 Introduction
The security properties that theoretical secret sharing
purports to provide are particularly meaningful for high-
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risk users such as journalists, as demonstrated by the
security-critical effort required for the investigation and
reporting of the Panama Papers [29]. However, while
the security of theoretical secret sharing is well documented in academic research, in practice, the security
guarantees are more complicated.
The descriptions in the literature of secret sharing
schemes, which we additionally refer to as threshold
schemes, often lack sufficient evidence of the security
of real-world deployments of the schemes. This shortcoming is due to the descriptions leaving a large number of assumptions and decisions to the participants,
as these are considered to be outside of the protocol.
Just as the design of the highly successful TLS protocol accounts for more real-world practicalities than
the underlying Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol,
the practical use of threshold schemes, as we demonstrate, is no different. For example, although Shamir secret sharing (see Section 2) is information theoretically
secure, ultimately the shares must be communicated to
participants through a channel, which in most cases will
rely on symmetric or asymmetric encryption, and therefore rely on computational assumptions. Furthermore,
unlike cryptographic protocols such as Diffie-Hellman,
threshold schemes require significant user involvement
and decisions at nearly every stage of the protocol. Consequently, analyzing the security of threshold schemes
requires assessing both the protocol and the actions and
decisions required of users.
Ellison [14] introduced the concept of a ceremony
in security analysis, which requires the inclusion of
both the cryptographic protocol as well as any possible
user actions or decisions in the security analysis. Surprisingly, the state of research literature for threshold
schemes does not include a complete, end-to-end, formal definition and assessment of the security of the ceremony of threshold schemes. Without such definitions,
deployments of threshold schemes lack the necessary
structure required for formal analysis as their flexibility
in terms of applications is broad.
Without strict boundaries for a specific threat
model and use case, it is impossible to provide both a
generalized framework and a formal analysis for secret
sharing ceremonies. This work provides a structure, in
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the form of a framework, that can be used for a given
threshold scheme to define and analyze its particular
ceremony, by structuring the ceremony as a series of
stages and steps as is necessary to assess the ceremony’s
end-to-end security. Although an unbounded number of
possible user interactions exist, our framework can be
used to guide the definition and formalization of the
ceremony. We identify ceremony-related issues, such as
requiring the dealer to delete sensitive material and the
requirement for users to authenticate one another. The
ceremony for an application, defined in terms of our
framework, accounts for the specific goals and adversaries of the ceremony and therefore provides the needed
structure that must precede efforts to formally analyze
a specific ceremony.
Contributions. We provide a framework to facilitate the process of defining an accurate ceremony for
a given threshold scheme; we then use this framework
to assess the security of several threshold schemes, and
define a lightweight set of improvements that are useful
to threshold schemes based on Shamir secret sharing.
Our framework is useful for comparing different existing secret sharing schemes; however, what it primarily
provides is a structure for defining threshold scheme ceremonies with the necessary details to perform a more
accurate security analysis that accounts for the setting
in which the threshold scheme is used. Overall, our contributions include:
– a demonstration of the variability in the ceremony
of threshold schemes and how this variability can
lead to gaps in the security properties achieved by
the threshold scheme;
– formalizations of the adversaries and of several use
cases of threshold schemes used in practice;
– a framework to facilitate security analyses of threshold schemes used in real-world settings;
– exemplar applications of our ceremony framework
via security analyses of three threshold scheme case
studies; and
– techniques to close security gaps uncovered in our
above analysis and an implementation of these improvements in Rust.
Organization. This paper is organized as follows. Background, motivation, and related work are Sections 2, 3,
and 4 respectively. Section 5 is our framework for our
analysis. Formalized ceremonies for two modes of operation for threshold schemes are in Sections 6 and 7.
Section 8 summarizes our analysis for several threshold schemes, Section 9 is our improved ceremony and
implementation and our conclusion is Section 10.
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Table 1. Parameters and additional notation used within our
analysis
n

number of participants

t

threshold

s

secret recovered by a (t, n)-threshold scheme

S

secret space of a (t, n)-threshold scheme

D

dealer

DP

dealer that later becomes a participant

F

sensitive information requiring protection

Base

s=F

Ext

s 6= F

Pr

participant performing a recovery of s

U

participant performing an update

~
C

commitment used to validate any share

2 Threshold Schemes
We summarize the notation used throughout our analysis in Table 1, including both notation standard to the
literature as well as new notation we introduce in later
sections for the purpose of our analysis. Notably, we
denote the secret information that is protected by the
threshold scheme as F, while the secret input into the
threshold scheme is s. This differentiation will become
important when we define modes of operation where F
can either be equal to s, or distinct, as defined in Section 5.2.
In general, cryptographic secret sharing schemes enable a group of n participants, possessing a secret s, to
divide s into n shares. Before creating the n shares, a
threshold value t is chosen such that a collection of t
shares must be used to learn the value of s. A (t, n)threshold scheme is a secret sharing scheme where n and
t are positive integers such that t ≤ n, n representing
the number of participants, and t the desired threshold.
In a (t, n)-threshold scheme we designate a dealer D
as the entity that selects the secret s and generates the n
shares such that each of the n participants in the scheme
receives a share that preserves the following properties:
Reconstruction: any size-t subset of the n participants can compute the secret given their t shares,
and
Secrecy: no subset of the n participants consisting of
t − 1 or fewer participants is able to gain any knowledge of the secret given their combined shares.
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In a conventional (t, n)-threshold scheme, the set of n
participants does not contain the dealer D. However, in
our analysis we work in the setting where the dealer,
now labeled a participant dealer DP , may continue to
be involved in the scheme as a participant, as typically
occurs in real-world practical settings.
While some variants of threshold schemes, such as
threshold signature schemes [21], allow participants to
use their shares of s individually and to perform reconstruction only on the results, we focus our attention on
threshold schemes in which s is reconstructed directly.
A well-known such construction, due to Shamir [41], distributes points lying on a polynomial (of degree t − 1)
as shares. We refer to this construction (summarized
in Appendix A) as classic Shamir secret sharing. Combining t of these shares using polynomial interpolation
would recover the secret; combining any smaller number of shares does not leak any information about the
secret. The construction is information theoretically secure; that is, a Shamir threshold scheme can withstand
adversaries with unlimited computational power.

3 Motivation
Threshold schemes allow for a high degree of variability in user goals and potential adversaries, where even
slight variations significantly influence the security of
the scheme overall. We describe two practical examples, where both cases utilize an identical underlying
threshold scheme protocol, however, the threat model,
context, goals, and thus ceremony vary dramatically between the two examples. For both examples, Alice, Bob,
and Carol are journalists at the same organization.
Case One. Alice received highly sensitive files from
a source. She fears external parties will act against her to
prevent the distribution of the files, and wants to ensure
that even if an adversary succeeds at targeting her, the
information can still be accessed by either herself or
trusted colleagues. She enlists the help of Bob and Carol
in her efforts to preserve the availability of the files.
Alice acquires a laptop to encrypt and store the secret information. She inputs a key k into a tool that
implements classic Shamir secret sharing using k as the
secret (s = k) and inputs her desired parameters t = 2
and n = 3. The tool outputs the corresponding shares
and Alice messages Bob and Carol over an established
communication channel. Alice sends one share to Bob
and one share to Carol. Bob and Carol confirm they received the share and each store their respective shares
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on a USB, which is then stored in a chosen safe place.
Alice stores the laptop containing the encrypted secret
information in a safety deposit box at a bank.
Alice leaves the news organization and Bob, who has
lost his share, is assigned the story. Fortunately, Alice
left the organization on good terms, so Bob contacts
Alice and Carol, requesting their shares. Bob retrieves
the laptop and decrypts the ciphertext using the key
recovered from Alice and Carol’s shares.
Case Two. Alice has received a decryption key that
corresponds to a publicly released ciphertext [3, 4]. She
fears external parties will attempt to distribute the key
in a way that could endanger individuals. Alice wants
to ensure the information remains confidential to those
she has not authorized (herself or her trusted colleagues
Bob and Carol) to distribute it.
Alice meets Bob and Carol at a previously agreed
upon location. Using an airgapped1 laptop, Alice inputs
the key from her source into a tool that implements classic Shamir secret sharing, choosing t = 2, and n = 3. After the tool has output the corresponding shares, Alice,
Bob, and Carol each save one share to their respective
USB. Finally, Alice deletes all information off of the
airgapped laptop. Everyone keeps their respective USB
devices on their person at all times.
Alice’s USB is taken from her while crossing a border. Fortunately the USB is insufficient to learn the secret data, however, Alice can meet Bob and Carol in
person to request their shares in order to recover the
key.
Observations. In both cases, Alice made a number of choices, including selection of participants, selection of communication methods, and selection of storage
mechanisms. The choices Alice made affect the security
and privacy properties of each case. For instance, only
Case Two requires the physical presence of each participant. Such a requirement may limit the availability of
the information if an adversary had the power to prevent
participants from meeting up; for example, if the participants are initially separated by a geographical border.
Furthermore, storing the encrypted data on the laptop
creates a single point of failure for an adversary targeting the availability of the ciphertext.
The above examples demonstrate how the range of
choices and prioritization impact the threshold scheme
ceremony. For instance, Case One preserves availability and prevents the information from being released

1 As a security mechanism, an airgapped laptop is protected
against connecting to the Internet.
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preemptively, but still requires confidentiality, otherwise multiple copies of the information could simply be
stored. More significantly, these examples highlight the
need to consider the ceremony of the threshold scheme
when performing a security analysis, factoring in both
the threat model that users operate within, along with
how users perform the actions required of the threshold scheme in context of their use case, such as whether
users operate online or entirely offline. This crucial observation motivates our next sections, where we formalize several ceremonies of threshold schemes as both protocol and explicit user actions and decisions in the effort
to more accurately assess the security of the threshold
scheme under consideration.

4 Related Work
Ceremony Analyses of Security Tools. Our analysis follows in the style of prior work analyzing cryptographic tools used in practice [13, 19], verifying security properties, and documenting decision paths taken
by users when participating in cryptographic protocols.
Our security analysis specifically includes the ceremony
performed by end users [14], encompassing everything
out-of-band to a cryptographic protocol but required of
users and thus subject to security consequences [12, 23].
While prior ceremony analyses have been performed for
a number of cryptographic protocols, the research literature currently lacks a similar analysis assessing the
security of ceremonies for threshold schemes specifically.
Previous work on ceremony analysis includes specifying how to model users’ devices [26] and formal analysis of Public-Key Infrastructures (PKIs) [27]. While
frameworks have been proposed to assess the security of
existing ceremonies such as that of Carlos et al. [9], our
framework specifically defines possible threshold scheme
ceremonies and facilitates their analysis.
In 2013, Carlos et al. [10] focused on threat modeling within ceremonies, highlighting that threat models
for ceremonies must be adaptive. Threat models must
evolve to match varying user goals and contexts even
when these ceremonies utilize the same underlying protocol. Radke et al. [34] highlight adaptive threat models
as a weaknesses of ceremony analysis, as the context of
the ceremony must be as well defined in order to accurately model potential adversaries and threats against
the goals of end users to claim the ceremony as secure.
As ceremony analysis of threshold schemes is highly dependent on users’ threat models, and as the threat mod-
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els can differ depending on the user, context, or use case,
instead of providing a narrow ceremony analysis for a
specific threat model, we present a generalized framework for performing a ceremony analyses of threshold
schemes in both theory and practice, across several common real-world threat models.
Applications of Threshold Schemes. Sunder is
an existing applied secret sharing tool created by Freedom of the Press Foundation [18] to support journalists protecting long-term secrets such as the Snowden
archives. Another tool building on secret sharing is Callisto, which provides a safety-in-numbers approach to
exposing names of sexual abusers [35]. While these use
cases give insight into the setting and application of
threshold schemes used in practice, many other use cases
of threshold schemes exist [1, 2, 43].
Shatter [2] is a framework for desktop and mobile
platforms that performs key sharing across a user’s devices. Shatter uses secret sharing to leverage users’ increasing numbers of devices by requiring a threshold
number of devices to provide consensus for actions such
as performing a login. Although Shatter uses secret
sharing it is actually an example of a threshold signature
scheme. Nonetheless, it still shares a number of properties with secret sharing schemes that make our analysis
applicable.
Shatter Secrets [1] is an advance on Shatter that
provides protection to users’ data when crossing borders. With Shatter Secrets, a user could encrypt their
primary device and then distribute shares to their
friends at their destination with the encryption key serving as the secret s. Once over the border, the user with
the encrypted device visits t of their friends, physically
NFC-taps their devices to retrieve the shares, reconstructs the secret, and decrypts their device.
Pico [43] stores shares on hardware tokens instead
of utilizing users’ existing devices. One explicit use case
of Pico is as a replacement for password managers as it
uses public key cryptography challenge-response instead
of typical passwords. Pico exists as a mobile application
and is intended to block a thief who has stolen fewer
than t tokens from violating confidentiality, while preserving availability as long as t tokens remain.
Secret Sharing Variants. Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) is a variant on threshold schemes in which
any participant can verify the integrity of their share
using a public commitment. Well-known VSS schemes
include Feldman’s [15] and Pedersen’s [32] schemes.
Proactive secret sharing, introduced by Ostrovsky
and Young [31] and used in a secret-sharing scheme by
Herzberg et al. [22], protects against a mobile adver-
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sary. A mobile adversary can control a subset of players
over time, but the members belonging to this subset
can change between epochs. To defend against such an
adversary, proactive secret sharing relies on proactively
updating shares to enable a form of forward security.

5 A Framework for Ceremony
Analysis
In this section we present the components we need for
performing a ceremony analysis. We define threshold
scheme adversaries, distinguish two modes of operation,
identify security goals, and provide additional terminology that we use throughout our analysis. We conclude
this section with an outline of how to use our framework
to produce a complete ceremony for a specific secret
sharing protocol used in a specific setting and purpose.

5.1 Formalizing Threshold Scheme
Adversaries
First, we formalize a range of possible adversaries
against threshold schemes used in practice, and describe
the possible capabilities and powers these adversaries
can hold. We outline several conventional adversarial
models and identify variations within each model.
Adversary Power. We define three levels of power
an adversary may possess. Although we utilize the terms
‘high’, ’middle’, and ‘low’, these terms are simply points
of reference for comprehension and are not intended as
prescriptive classifications.
A high-powered adversary has the power and resources of a government actor. High-powered adversaries can access state-of-the-art computing resources
and have significant quantities of time and money at
their disposal. Such an adversary has the power to take
legal action, bounded only by the political environment
of that jurisdiction. For example, the NSA is known to
masquerade as well-known sites, installing malware capable of exfiltrating data from a victim’s device [20],
governments are known to use informants to infiltrate
activist groups (Martin Luther King Jr.’s friend and
photographer was an FBI informant [28]), and some
countries have proposed laws allowing legal orders requiring technology companies to work on behalf of the
government to provide access to encrypted devices [11].
A low-powered adversary has similar computational,
temporal, and monetary resources as the participants
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of the threshold scheme. A middle-powered adversary
exists somewhere between the powers of a government
actor and the powers of the participants. Such an adversary has the same legal powers as a low-powered adversary, but may have the same money and time available
to them as a government actor.
Adversary Capabilities. We limit our analysis
to the capabilities of the below-mentioned adversarial
models. The adversaries may be participants in the ceremony or outsiders. A previously trusted participant
may become an adversary at a later time in the protocol. That is, we do not assume participant roles are
static.
An honest-but-curious (HBC) adversary will not deviate from the ceremony, but will try to learn as much
information as they can within the bounds of the ceremony. An HBC adversary will view any information
that is exposed to them, and may collude with other
participants in an effort to learn additional information.
A malicious adversary is not bound to any expectation of behaviour, and she can participate both honestly
and dishonestly in the ceremony at will. A malicious adversary can impersonate other actors, elect to not participate in the ceremony, or participate disruptively by,
for example, providing false shares and attempting to
deceive other parties into providing the adversary with
their shares.
Adversaries who compromise operating systems or
hardware infrastructure are also a real threat to users
defending against a high-powered adversary. However,
this class of threats are out of scope for our analysis as details of physical infrastructure vary widely between implementations. In practice, secret-sharing implementations should employ well-known device protection techniques such as single-use strategies2 and using
secure operating systems such as Qubes [39].
Adversary Goals. Here we identify goals for an
active adversary of threshold schemes.
Learning secret information. An adversary motivated to learn the sensitive information F can work to
gain knowledge of the secret or the shares, subsequently
allowing the adversary to recover F.
Modifying secret information. An adversary may
wish to modify F without detection, resulting in participants recovering information that is different than
the original input into the threshold scheme.

2 One example of a single-use strategy is using “burner” phones.
A burner phone is one that is newly purchased and used for a
short period, after which it is discarded. [40]
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Preventing secret recovery. Adversaries may also
seek to prevent others from accessing or disseminating F. For example, an adversary seeking to hide
information—such as a government seeking to prevent
public distribution of evidence of war crimes—can work
to disrupt communication, destroy shares, or even to
destroy the sensitive data F.
Causing harm to participants. In some countries,
working with material that is prohibited can be a crime,
putting all parties at risk [5]. An adversary may be motivated to harm the participants of the threshold scheme,
and can seek to perform actions such as attributing ownership of F to those participants.

5.2 Modes of Operation
We define two manners of use, termed ‘modes of operation’, to manage the sensitive information F. The Base
Mode is defined as a ceremony for classic Shamir secret sharing [41]. The Extended Mode is an extension
to Base Mode, and is documented to be used in practice
in high-risk settings [1, 18].
Base. In the first mode of operation, the confidential information, F, is small in size, such that each of
the shares distributed to the participants can reasonably be about the size of F. The secret s can then be
the information itself, s = F.
Extended. The second mode of operation, addresses when the sensitive information is too large to
be used directly as the secret s. The Ext mode of operation is modeled after a common real-world use case
described in the documentation of the secret sharing
tool Sunder [18]. In this case, the confidential data F is
first encrypted and the encryption key is then used as
input as s into Base. After the secret s is reconstructed,
additional steps must be taken to retrieve the data F
using s as a key.

5.3 Identifying Security Goals
We next define several security goals that are commonly
cited for implementations of threshold schemes used in
practice [2, 18]. The below identified goals are specific
to the context and use case of threshold schemes in general. However, the context of the threshold scheme under consideration can impact the security goals for the
scheme. We use this set of security goals for our analysis,
but other analysts using our framework should identify
the security goals appropriate for their specific scheme.
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Such goals are not limited to the ones listed here and
may include some of these goals, and others as well.
1. t-Separation of Privilege: We define t-Separation
of Privilege as a specific case of the well-known
Separation of Privilege security principle first introduced by Saltzer and Schroeder [38]. Threshold
schemes require t participants’ shares to perform a
recovery of F, where t is the chosen threshold.
2. Availability: The secret information F is accessible
to honest participants so long as at least t valid
shares remain accessible. For Extended Mode the
availability of the encrypted version of F will be
enforced by the choice of safe storage mechanism
(see Section 5.5).
3. Information Theoretic Security: Even given unlimited computational power, adversaries inside or
outside the ceremony cannot access F while possessing fewer than t shares.
4. Confidentiality: Adversaries outside of the protocol cannot gain knowledge of F. Note that in a
real-world setting this goal requires revocation of
participants to achieve confidentiality across epochs
where participants move from a trusted to an untrusted state.
5. Integrity/Corruption Detection: Corruption of
an individual share or the sensitive information is
detected by honest participants before completing
the Reconstruction stage.

5.4 Threshold Ceremony Analysis Outline
We next describe our framework to structure our assessment of the security of threshold schemes in practice, including both the protocol and ceremony of the
threshold scheme under consideration.
Identify stages of the ceremony of the threshold scheme. Security ceremonies can be broken down
into components called stages. Fully specifying the complete ceremony and its component stages is the first
step towards evaluating the security of the threshold
scheme under consideration. We provide two formalizations (Sections 6 and 7) as a skeletal frame of reference
for future analyses of threshold schemes derived from
Shamir secret sharing.
Define the threat model. First, define possible adversaries of the threshold scheme or of the users participating in the scheme, including the adversaries’ goals. In
Section 5.1, we demonstrate a range of possible adversaries against threshold schemes. Second, determine the
desired security goals. We present several possible secu-
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1. Ceremony identification and formalization
(stages)
2. Threat Model (selection of adversaries and security goals)
3. Mode of operation (identification of use cases)
4. Evaluation of Security (assessment of security
goals relative to threat model)
Fig. 1. Framework for security analysis for threshold schemes
derived from Shamir secret sharing

rity goals of threshold schemes in Section 5.3. At times,
certain security goals may prove to be in conflict. For
example, a system operating in Extended Mode that prioritizes availability over confidentiality might distribute
an encrypted ciphertext publicly in order to decrease
the possibility of destruction.
Define the mode of operation. Threshold schemes
can potentially allow for many modes of operation. For
example, classic Shamir secret sharing can support both
the Base Mode and Extended Mode of operation. To
evaluate the security of a threshold scheme, a single
mode of operation must first be specified. If a scheme
supports more than one mode of operation, the security evaluation should be performed once for each. Note
that transitioning between modes of operation for the
same, or updated, secret is not supported by such evaluations as it introduces new potential attack vectors
(including issues related to using shares at most once;
see Section 5.5).
Evaluate security goals against adversaries. Using knowledge of adversary goals and capabilities along
with the ceremony formalization, the security goals for
the system can be evaluated in the context of the given
mode of operation and threat model. For each stage
in the threshold scheme, and for each step within a
stage, evaluate if the adversary’s capabilities can defeat
the system goal. If the adversary can defeat the system
goal, this goal is considered unmet. See Figure 1 for an
overview of our framework.

5.5 Assumptions and Limitations
We maintain several assumptions for the purpose of
providing a structured analysis and designing our framework. However, we acknowledge these assumptions may
not always hold in real-world settings.
Secure Communication and Storage. We emphasize the existence and availability of a secure com-
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munication channel as well as a mechanism for safe storage. Communicating and storing data securely are both
critical to the security of a practical threshold scheme.
Safe storage is a storage mechanism such that data
is guaranteed to be recoverable in the future. Such mechanisms must avoid single points of failure such as due to
server crashes; preventing such failures requires storing
copies of the data on multiple servers, for example. We
assume a safe storage mechanism provides the properties of availability to participants. We also assume that
if participants require authentication before accessing
the stored data, the safe storage mechanism can provide this authentication mechanism.
Using Shares At Most Once. We maintain that
secrets, and consequently shares, should be single-use
as otherwise new security risks are introduced. For example, a multi-use setting requires the assumption that
the participant performing the recovery securely deletes
both the secret and the collected shares from their local
device after completing the recovery. If the recovering
participant breaks this trust and stores shares or the
secret information locally after the first recovery, the
participant can bypass the step of gathering t − 1 shares
from other participants in future recoveries. Furthermore, a device containing t shares is a single point of
failure—an appealing target for an adversary trying to
learn the secret.
Honesty of the Dealer. We assume that the
dealer is honest both in the case of D and DP , as classic Shamir secret sharing is trivially broken when the
dealer is dishonest.
In the Extended Mode the dealer is also responsible
for determining sufficient protection for the encrypted
F in terms of the secure storage selected.
Erasure Assumption. For the purposes of our
analysis, we work within the erasure assumption [8],
which assumes that participants are able to securely
erase data when required. We recognize that if the erasure assumption does not hold, then many of the security properties we define are broken, as an adversary
could perform analysis post-hoc on stolen machines and
recover sensitive material.
Non-Collusion. Honest participants will not collude with external parties. For example, honest participants will not attempt a recovery initiated by an unauthorized person.
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6 Base Mode Stages
We now more formally identify the possible choices and
actions for users participating in a threshold scheme,
and introduce a formalization for a general ceremony
of threshold schemes based on Shamir secret sharing.
Starting with the Base Mode of operation, we present
three stages consisting of share generation, share distribution, and reconstruction. The ceremony framework
for the Base Mode of operation is outlined in Figure 2.
Classification of Steps. We annotate each step
in a stage to classify how participants are involved. We
annotate steps as Device for expected implementation
actions, as Choice for user decisions, and as Action for
expected user actions.

6.1 Share Generation
The generation stage allows minimal variation and
choice from the user. In this stage, we assume a secret
s has previously been selected. A dealer D possesses s
and selects the values for t and n. The dealer may or
may not be a participant in the scheme. Regardless, the
dealer provides t, n, and s to a tool that follows the
steps for Share Generation defined in Appendix A, resulting in the generation of n shares. After these shares
have been generated, the device should securely delete
all ri ’s (which it created) while the dealer deletes all
copies of s.
The choices and actions required of the dealer at
this stage consist of selecting appropriate values for t
and n.
Choice: Determine Parameters. When generating shares, the dealer chooses the appropriate threshold and number of participants. As these choices are
highly context dependent, the dealer is trusted to make
these choices taking into account their respective threat
model.
An adversary in this setting can leverage poor or uninformed choices of n and t to gain unauthorized access
to or prevent participants from accessing s. For example, an adversary hoping to prevent a group of journalists from accessing the sensitive information need only
destroy x > n − t shares to prevent journalists from
accessing the sensitive information in the future.
Choosing t and n requires identifying the trade-off
in prioritization for availability and t-separation of privilege or risk of collusion. A larger value for t (for fixed
n) increases the number of participants that can collude
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Share Generation
1. Choice: The dealer chooses values for n and t.
2. Device: Let the secret space be S = GF (q)` ,
where q is a prime or a prime power, q ≥ n + 1,
and ` ≥ 1. Let s ∈ S be the secret.
3. Device: Selects t − 1 values independently and
uniformly at random from S as r1 , . . . , rt−1 and
sets f : GF (q) → S as f (x) = rt−1 xt−1 +
rt−2 xt−2 + · · · + r1 x + s.
4. Device: Generates shares si = (ai , f (ai )) for 1 ≤
i ≤ n, where the ai are arbitrary distinct nonzero elements of GF (q).
5. Device: Delete ri ’s.
6. Action: Delete all copies of s.
Share Distribution
1. Choice: Select n participants (possibly including the dealer).
2. Choice: Select a secure communication channel
(in person, Signal, etc.).
3. Action: The dealer distributes si = (ai , f (ai ))
to participant Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
4. Action: Delete each si from the dealer’s device.
Exception is if the dealer is a participant and
keeps one share.
5. Choice: Each participant selects an appropriate
storage mechanism for their share.
6. Action: Each participant stores their share in
the selected storage mechanism.
Reconstruction
1. Choice: Select a communication channel to
bring t or more shares together.
2. Action: Pr and the contacted participants authenticate one another.
3. Choice: Contacted participants elect whether to
proceed and participate in a reconstruction.
4. Action: If proceeding, a contacted participant
sends their share to Pr .
5. Device: Combine the t or more shares using
polynomial interpolation to recover the secret
s = f (0).
Fig. 2. Ceremony Framework for Base Mode of Operation

without learning the secret, while lower t increases the
number of participants that can be unavailable while
still keeping the secret in a recoverable state. The value
of n, on the other hand, is likely to be determined by
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Table 2. Network Model: Properties of Communication Channels
=achieved; G
#=potential loss; #=not achieved
Confidentiality

Integrity
#

In-person
Signal

SMS

G
#
#

#
#

TLS 1.3
PGP

Info. Theor. Sec.

#

#
#

context—specifically by how many trusted participants
are available, as opposed to n being easily chosen.
Action: Perform Secure Deletion. Secure deletion is always required when performing share generation. Verification that secret material has been securely
deleted3 is difficult, thus for our analysis we work under the assumption of the erasure mode defined in Section 5.5. Achieving the desired security properties of the
threshold ceremony requires the dealer to delete s and
all ri ’s after generating shares. This fact demonstrates
the higher level of trust required in the dealer beyond
that of the other participants.
If the dealer fails to delete s and the ri ’s off their
machine it becomes an easy and highly profitable target
for an adversary. This single point of failure allows the
adversary to bypass reconstructing t shares and instead
target the dealer’s machine. Thus, the presence of s on
the machine of the dealer presents a formidable risk and
underscores the necessity of secure deletion.

6.2 Share Distribution
Share distribution determines who receives shares and
how the shares are transmitted to participants. The responsibility of the dealer includes selection of participants, selection of a secure communication channel, and
transmission of shares over this channel.
After receiving their share, a participant is responsible for selecting a safe storage mechanism for the share
until required for the Recovery stage. After all shares are
distributed, the dealer securely deletes all shares from
their device, with the exception of their own share, if
applicable.

3 For further details on existing secure deletion solutions see
the analysis from Reardon [36].
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Choice: Select Secure Channel. Shamir secret
sharing assumes the existence of a secure communication channel. However, the dealer holds responsibility
to assess and choose an appropriate channel where all
aforementioned security properties hold. Unsurprisingly,
users often struggle to make safe choices when using
security-critical tools in similar contexts [44]. Communication channels that could be used in practice which are
not information-theoretically secure include TLS [37],
Signal [33],and PGP [7], while in-person communication
achieves information theoretic security. Notably, each
of these transmission methods achieve divergent security properties when used in a secret sharing ceremony.
TLS and Signal support confidentiality and integrity assuming that participants authenticate one another before sending any messages. In-person communication
achieves confidentiality but does not support integrity,
due to the lack of a defined integrity mechanism. While
PGP encrypts data in transit, thereby achieving confidentiality at the moment data is transmitted, PGP is
not forward-secure. Consequently, PGP does not strictly
preserve confidentiality of future transmitted data in the
case that a user’s private key is compromised. Cellular networks’ Short Message Service (SMS), while commonly used for security protocols such as two-factor authentication [24], does not achieve any of our desired
properties. We provide a summarized analysis of the security properties of various channels in Table 2.
Choice: Select Participants. In a (t, n)-threshold
scheme, the dealer is responsible for selecting which participants are entrusted with shares. The dealer in some
cases is also free to decide if they will become a participant dealer Dp and retain a share for themselves.
Choosing appropriate participants is heavily context dependent and influenced by the users’ threat model.
Action: Perform Secure Deletion. As with
Share Generation, there is a need for secure deletion.
After distributing the shares the dealer must delete all
shares that are not their own from their device. Failure
to do so provides an adversary with a single target to
gain the secret s just as leaving the secret itself would.

6.3 Reconstruction
This stage occurs when a valid participant chooses to
initiate a recovery. The participant Pr performing the
recovery contacts and authenticates other participants,
who authenticate Pr as a valid participant. These participants then decide for themselves whether reconstruction is appropriate and whether to participate at that
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time. If so, they transmit their share over a secure channel. Once Pr possesses t or more shares, Pr can perform
reconstruction using a tool for polynomial interpolation
to extract the secret s.
Choice: Select Secure Channel. Performing a
recovery of s assumes a secure communication channel
to transmit shares from other participants to Pr .
Action: Perform Authentication. During recovery it is left to the participants to authenticate each
other even assuming a secure channel. For instance, the
participants in the scheme need to know whether or not
it is permissible for the initiating participant to perform
a recovery. In one example, from Section 3, Alice left the
organization and Bob determined it was okay to include
Alice in the recovery and contacted her. However, in
another setting we can imagine Alice left the organization and initiated a recovery by requesting a share from
Carol. Without a revocation mechanism, there is nothing preventing Alice from recovering the secret if Carol
provides her with a share. Therefore, even after losing
authorization, Alice can learn the secret and break confidentiality. Thus, in this latter setting, the ceremony
as stated is insecure. Such an insecurity is an example
of how a ceremony secure in one case may be insecure
in another, and so it is important to specify the ceremony as part of the security analysis, as opposed to just
analyzing the underlying protocol. Additionally, we will
address this particular insecurity in Section 9.

7 Extended Mode Stages
The Extended Mode is one possible extension of Shamir
secret sharing, and is a practical use case for users seeking to protect sensitive information that is large in size.
For example, Sunder requires operating in the Extended
Mode when the secret is larger than 1 MB [18].
We now formalize the choices and actions users
must make in the Extended Mode. We introduce the
stages Secret Preparation which is performed before the
Base Mode Share Generation stage, and Extended Reconstruction which is performed after the Base Mode
Reconstruction stage; see Figure 3 for an outline.

7.1 Secret Preparation
Secret Preparation begins with an existing plaintext and
a secret key. Using this key, the plaintext is encrypted
via a symmetric encryption algorithm, and the output
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Secret Preparation
1. Device: Generate a secret key to be used as s.
2. Device: Encrypt F using s and an appropriate
authenticated encryption algorithm.
3. Choice: Select a safe storage mechanism for the
ciphertext.
4. Action: Safely store the ciphertext.
Extended Reconstruction
1. Action: Acquire ciphertext from selected safe
storage.
2. Device: Use recovered s to decrypt the ciphertext.
Fig. 3. Ceremony Framework Additions for Extended Mode of
Operation

of the ciphertext is stored using safe storage (see Section 5.5) for later use in the Reconstruction stage. This
secret key is subsequently used as the input s into the
Share Generation phase.
Action: Generate Secret Key. The sensitive information F should be encrypted using the chosen authenticated encryption algorithm and a secret key generated by the dealer. Note that authenticated encryption does not provide end-to-end integrity against an
attacker that is able to acquire s. In that event, an
adversary could modify the stored ciphertext without
detection. We present a way to block this attack in Section 9.
Choice: Select Safe Storage. Even if s has been
successfully reconstructed, the user must have chosen a
reliable storage mechanism (see Section 5.5 for requirements of safe storage) to recover the ciphertext of F
after performing the Reconstruction stage.

7.2 Secret Recovery
After s is recovered in the Reconstruction stage, the
participant initiating the recovery can retrieve the ciphertext of F from the chosen storage location, use the
secret s as a key for the symmetric encryption algorithm
for decryption, and produce the original sensitive information F.
For this stage, the probability of successfully recovering F is dependent on choices made by the user in the
Secret Preparation stage; for example, if the user did
not choose an adequate storage mechanism, the user
may fail to recover F in the Secret Recovery stage.
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8 Application of Ceremony
Framework Analysis
We now apply our ceremony framework to aid the security analysis of threshold schemes, as specified in Section 5. We present three case studies to highlight how
seemingly straightforward implementations can achieve
or miss assumed security goals.

8.1 Defined Threat Model
We maintain a specific threat model for our security
analysis of each case study.
Adversaries. We assume a high-powered adversary
(defined in Section 5.1) which has access to exceptional
computational power, time, and money, along with significant legal resources. We do not assume fixed roles
for participants; a once-trusted participant can become
an adversary at a later time.
Security Goals. We evaluate each case study
against the sample security goals defined in Section 5.3. Specifically, we evaluate the security goals of
t-separation of privilege, availability, information theoretic security, confidentiality, and integrity against the
above-defined adversary.

8.2 Case Study One: Classic Shamir
Threshold Scheme
Classic Shamir secret sharing is not a complete protocol
and by extension not a complete ceremony. Unsurprisingly, classic Shamir secret sharing in isolation cannot
achieve all desired security properties. A summary of the
analysis detailed below for classic Shamir secret sharing
(and indeed all of the ceremonies we analyze) can be
found in Table 3.
t-Separation of Privilege is achieved by classic
Shamir secret sharing. Within the Extended Mode, an
adversary with access to the ciphertext still requires at
minimum t shares to decrypt the ciphertext.
The loss of Availability in Extended Mode demonstrates how security properties can be lost when moving
from Base Mode to a seemingly innocuous extension of
Shamir secret sharing. In the Base Mode, availability is
preserved as long as t < n. In the Extended Mode, the
loss of the ciphertext renders the secret unavailable, regardless of the number of shares that remain available.
As the protocol does not define a safe storage mecha-
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nism to protect against loss of the ciphertext, this becomes a single point of failure.
Information theoretic security is achieved in theory by the mathematics of classic Shamir secret sharing. When evaluating the scheme in practice, we must
consider the channel used to transmit shares to participants. We grant a half-circle in the table for information
theoretic security in Base Mode as the protocol can remain entirely offline if desired, requiring shares to be
transmitted in person or via a trusted physical channel. However, when operating in online mode, shares
are transmitted over an online channel. As online communication channels rely on encryption protocols that
are not information theoretically secure, classic Shamir
secret sharing loses information theoretic security when
used with an online channel. Furthermore, as Extended
Mode requires a symmetric encryption algorithm, working within the Extended Mode similarly is not information theoretically secure.
Confidentiality is not achieved in either the Base or
Extended Mode of operation due to the lack of a revocation mechanism. Once shares have been distributed,
classic Shamir secret sharing does not consider the case
where a once-trusted participant moves to an untrusted
state, such as by voluntarily or involuntarily leaving an
organization. For example, nothing prevents a participant who was fired, but possesses a valid share, from
participating in a future recovery protocol by colluding
with other participants who similarly may or may not
be currently within a trusted state in the organization.
We therefore only grant half-circles in the table for all of
these cases, as they only achieve confidentiality as long
as there is no need for revocation.
Integrity of shares is not a goal that classic Shamir
secret sharing guarantees. In some settings, for example,
t = 2 but four shares are available during the reconstruction phase, the correct secret can be determined if
a limited number (in this case, one) of shares is corrupted or maliciously changed. However, using these
techniques for integrity requires raising the required
number of shares during reconstruction, as well as assumptions about the number of corrupted shares. Ideally, a separate integrity check for the shares would enable the detection of corrupted shares directly. Once
detected and identified, corrupted shares would be excluded from the recovery and, if necessary, additional
validated shares could be included; we provide this functionality in our extensions in Section 9. Note that in the
Extended Mode the ciphertext carries its own integrity
check, but that check is not entirely sufficient, as discussed in Section 7.1.
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Table 3. Ceremony Analysis Summary
=achieved; G
#=ceremony dependent; #=not achieved
IT-Sec=Information Theoretic Security
Classic Shamir
Base
HBC

Sunder Ceremony

Ext

MAL

Base

HBC

MAL

#

#

G
#

G
#

HBC

Shatter Secrets

Ext

MAL

Our Proactive VSS

Ext

Base

HBC

MAL

HBC

MAL

G
#

G
#

#

#

G
#

G
#

G
#

G
#

Ext

HBC

MAL

HBC

MAL

#

#

#

#

t-Sep. Priv.
Availability
IT Sec.
Conf.
Integrity

G
#

G
#

#

#

G
#

G
#

#
#

#
#

#

G
#

#

G
#

8.3 Case Study Two: Sunder
Freedom of the Press Foundation’s tool Sunder [17, 18]
is a desktop application for journalists to generate a
configurable number of key shares for encrypted documents. While this tool supports both Base and Extended Modes of operation and can accommodate a wide
range of threat models and ceremonies, we bound our
analysis to the online setting with a high-risk threat
model and high adversary capabilities. We define an explicit ceremony for Sunder in Appendix B.
Sunder is a straightforward implementation of classic Shamir secret sharing, and many of the security
properties for classic Shamir secret sharing apply to
Sunder. In the secret-sharing implementation used by
Sunder [42], every character in the `-character secret
provided to Sunder becomes an input into a Shamir
protocol acting over the Galois Field GF (256). (Equivalently, the secret as a whole is treated as an element
of the vector space GF (256)` .) Each of the n shares
will then be ` bytes long. One deviation worth highlighting is Sunder’s support for share integrity. The underlying cryptographic library [42] that Sunder utilizes
provides share integrity by generating a public-private
ephemeral key pair to sign shares during the Generation stage. Share signatures are validated during the
Recovery stage to ensure both the validity of shares and
also that all shares are signed by the same public key.
However, Sunder does not include document encryption
within the tool and thus does not support integrity validation for the encrypted documents; consequently, Sunder only partially attains integrity for Extended Mode.
Sunder can achieve confidentiality if no more than t
participants holding valid shares leave the organization,

#

G
#

#

G
#

#

#

however, Sunder is limited to confidentiality without revocation and thus only has a half-circle in the table.
Finally, while Sunder provides availability in Base
Mode, it leaves to the user the decision of how to store
the encrypted file in Extended Mode. If the file is not
safely stored, availability could be compromised.

8.4 Case Study Three: Shatter Secrets
Shatter Secrets [1] is an open-source protocol that uses
Shamir secret sharing of a key that encrypts a user’s
device. Shatter secrets can be used to distribute shares
(each encrypted with a key held by the user) to other devices and friends of the device owner such that a threshold number is required to decrypt the device. A device
owner crossing an international border can encrypt their
device using Shatter Secrets such that they are unable
to decrypt their device without the physical presence
of a threshold number of participants holding shares.
We define an explicit ceremony for Shatter Secrets in
Appendix C.
The shares in Shatter Secrets are themselves encrypted by a key held by the primary data owner (on
a secondary device). Violating confidentiality thus requires compromising the encrypted primary device, the
secondary device storing the share decryption key, and
a sufficient number of the friends’ devices storing the
encrypted shares. Specifically, unlike in Sunder, shareholders alone cannot recover the secret. Thus confidentiality of the device’s data is preserved. Availability of
the device’s data, however, can be easily compromised
as authorities can seize the encrypted device (assuming
the device owner does not have a backup). Shatter Secrets’ design does not adequately provide the property
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of availability as it prioritizes confidentiality such that
the device can be a single point of attack. The authenticated encryption of the shares themselves provide integrity for the shares, but the integrity of the encrypted
device depends on whether that encryption mechanism
can detect modifications to the ciphertext.

9 Lightweight Integratable
Improvements to Shamir Secret
Sharing
As can be seen from our example case studies, implementations based on classic Shamir secret sharing have
gaps limiting the security properties, such as confidentiality and integrity in Base Mode and availability in
Extended Mode. To address these gaps, we introduce a
lightweight set of improvements which are fully compatible with classic Shamir secret sharing. These improvements are extensions to Shamir secret sharing and can
be applied to implementations of Shamir secret sharing. Using our framework for ceremony security analysis, we assess the security properties provided by these
improvements within the Base and Extended Modes.

9.1 Overview
We define a lightweight Proactive Verifiable Secret Sharing (Proactive VSS) scheme and specify three new
stages: Share Update, Share Validate, and Generate
Commitment. These stages provide participants with
the capability to update shares and revoke access to
individuals who are no longer trusted. Users can verify
the integrity of shares and verify the integrity of F.
We use the protocol and model of Herzberg et
al. [22], in which adversarially controlled players during
an update stage count against both adjacent epochs.
Alternatively, one could use the protocol and somewhat
stronger adversarial model of Nikov and Nikova [30], at
the cost of requiring the dealer to select t knowing that
t−1 corrupted players could compromise the secret, but
t are needed to reconstruct it.
Assumptions. Our commitment scheme assumes a
sufficiently random s, such as a key. If s is not sufficiently
random, several of our improvements can still be used;
see Section 9.4.
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Share Generation
1. Steps 1–4 as before in Figure 2
~
2. Device: Generates a commitment C
=
s
r
hφ0 , . . . , φt−1 i, where φ0 = g , and φj = g j
for 1 ≤ j ≤ t − 1.
~ to a
3. Choice/Action: The dealer publishes C
trusted public location all participants can access.
4. Steps 5–6 from Figure 2
Share Distribution
1. Steps 1–6 unchanged from Figure 2
Share Validation
1. Action: The participant fetches the commit~ from its trusted public location.
ment C
~
2. Device: Using φ0 , . . . , φt−1 which constitute C,
the participant will then calculate ψ by evaluQt−1
j
ating j=0 φaj i .
3. Device: The participant can then validate the
correctness of her share by validating ψ is equal
to g f (ai ) .
Share Updates
1. Action: U executes the Share Generation stage,
with unchanged values for t and n, to generate a
new polynomial h(x) where s=0. For each authorized participant holding a share ai , f (ai ),
use h(x) to generate a share as the update
ui = (ai , h(ai )).
2. Action: U publishes the updated commitments
to the trusted public location.
3. Action: U distributes the update ui =
(ai , h(ai )) to the (authorized) participant with
share (ai , f (ai ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, where m ≤ n.
4. Action/Device: Each participant will apply the
share update ui , to their share si to produce
si = (ai , f (ai ) + h(ai )).
Reconstruction
1. Step 1 as before in Figure 2
2. Action/Device: Pr ensures the validity of each
~
share using the public commitment C.
3. Step 2 from Figure 2
Fig. 4. An Improved Base Mode Ceremony via Verifiable Secret Sharing (VSS) and proactive share updates
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9.2 Base Protocol Description
Our modifications can be used in conjunction with an
existing secret sharing implementation as demonstrated
by the modifications to the stages indicated in Figure 4.
Modified Share Generation. In addition to the
~
original steps, the dealer D generates a commitment C
th
r
j
~
to the polynomial. The j index of C is equal to g ,
where rj is the randomly selected coefficient, while the
~ is equal to g s . (Here, g is the generzeroth element in C
ator of a group in which the Decisional Diffie-Hellman
~ to a trusted
problem is hard.) The dealer publishes C
location that every participant can access. Examples of
such a location include a commitment verification party,
a public blockchain, or some other location all participants can reliably view in the same state. Note that
the choice of trusted location is influenced by the powers of an adversary—a trusted Twitter account could
be effective against a low-powered adversary, but not a
high-powered adversary.
~ has been published,
Share Validation. Once C
any participant Pi can validate the integrity of her share
si = (ai , f (ai )), where f (ai ) is the value generated for
participant i using the assigned value ai and the dealerselected function f . Validation requires first fetching
Qt−1
j
the public commitment and computing ψ = j=0 φaj i
where φ0 = g s , and φj = g rj for 1 ≤ j ≤ t−1. Next, each
participant validates that g f (ai ) is equal to ψ, where
f (ai ) is taken from their respective share.
Share Updates. Share updates use commitments
to zero to preserve the original secret value upon secret reconstruction. To perform an update on m shares,
where t ≤ m ≤ n, the participant performing the update
assumes the temporary role of the updater U, where U
can be any valid participant. If m < n, then there will
be shares that do not receive an update and therefore
are effectively revoked.
The updater U first generates m share updates and
one commitment update. The set of share updates is
generated by running the Share Generation stage with
s = 0. (Let the polynomial used in this stage be h(x).)
This step ensures that shares from a prior epoch cannot
be used in conjunction with updated shares in the next
epoch to reconstruct s. Thus, shares can be proactively
“rotated” forward while protecting the original secret.
After Generation, U distributes the m share updates
to the selected participants. Additionally, U must apply
the commitment update to the original commitment by
performing pointwise multiplication between the original commitment to f (x) and a new commitment to the
new polynomial h(x). Consequently, U must be able to
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Secret Preparation
1. Steps 1–2 unchanged from Figure 3
2. Action: Generate integrity value for the ciphertext.
3. Choice: Select a safe storage mechanism for the
ciphertext.
4. Action: Store the ciphertext.
Share Distribution+
1. Steps 1–3 unchanged from Figure 2
2. Action: The dealer distributes ciphertext integrity value, along with a copy of the ciphertext, to Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
3. Steps 4–6 from Figure 2
4. Action: Each participant stores their copy of
the ciphertext integrity value with their share.
Extended Reconstruction
1. Action: Acquire ciphertext from selected location.
2. Action: Verify integrity value.
3. Device: Use recovered s to decrypt the ciphertext.
Fig. 5. Improved Ceremony Framework for an Extended
Mode of Operation

safely access the commitment such that the commitment update can be securely applied.
Upon receiving a share update, each participant updates their share by computing (ai , f (ai )+h(ai )), where
si = (ai , f (ai )) is their original share and ui = (ai , h(ai ))
is the received update. After computing the updated
share each participant performs the Share Validation
stage with their updated share and the updated commitment to ensure the integrity of their updated share.
If share validation fails, the participant should delete
the updated share and continue with their old share. If
the new share is valid, the participant should delete the
old share and store the updated share for future use.
Reconstruction. Reconstruction of s is as described in a classic Shamir threshold scheme. However,
before recovering the secret, the participant performing
the recovery first executes the Share Validate stage for
each share. If a share is invalid, the Reconstruction stage
requires the acquisition of a replacement share such that
a set of t valid shares is produced.
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9.3 Extended Protocol Description
Figure 5 summarizes the additional steps of our improved extended mode ceremony for Secret Preparation,
Share Distribution+ , and Extended Reconstruction.
Secret Preparation. Secret Preparation now includes the generation of a separate integrity value for
the ciphertext to be distributed in Share Distribution+ .
This can be as simple as a collision-resistant hash of the
ciphertext.
Share Distribution+ . Additional steps are added
to the share distribution stage to enable ciphertext integrity in the Reconstruction stage. In addition to the
shares, the above integrity value is distributed to each
participant. Using a separate integrity primitive checked
by the reconstructor during the Reconstruction stage
protects integrity even against adversaries who know s.
Each participant stores the integrity value along with
their share in the selected safe storage mechanism.
Extended Reconstruction. Before decrypting
the ciphertext as required, the participant performing
the reconstruction checks their copy of the integrity
value against the ciphertext.

9.4 Security and Limitations
We now apply our framework from Section 5 to assess
the use of our defined improvements. We maintain the
identical threat model and security goals as in our case
studies from Section 8. We assume a high-powered adversary and desire the security goals of t-Separation of
Privilege, Availability, Information Theoretic Security,
Confidentiality, and Integrity.
Our improvements (summarized in Figures 4 and 5)
guarantee Availability, Confidentiality, and Integrity of
shares and the secret information for both the Base and
Extended Modes of operation. Integrity is achieved due
to the use of a proactive VSS scheme for share verification. We will now discuss each security goal in more
depth and how it is achieved.
In Extended Mode, availability of the ciphertext is
achieved via redundancy (defined in Step 2 of Share
Distribution+ in Figure 5). By distributing the ciphertext to each participant, n independent copies are made
while only one is required to recover the secret F. This
approach falls within our assumed trust model, as giving
a copy of the ciphertext to participants who are trusted
with a share does not result in additional powers or capabilities for these participants. In this case, the safe
storage mechanism becomes the set of participant de-
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vices which store the copy of the ciphertext, achieving
availability via redundancy.
The ‘Share Updates’ stage allows for removing participants from participating in a future recovery. Removing participants enables the preservation of confidentiality with revocation.
For the Extended Mode, we require the dealer
to distribute the ciphertext integrity value to each
participant, as defined in Figure 5 (Step 2 of Share
Distribution+ ). Distributing the ciphertext integrity
value to each participant allows for any participant performing the Share Recovery stage to verify the integrity
~ is used to
of the ciphertext while the integrity vector C
verify individual shares.
Requiring a Sufficiently Random Secret. Note
that the commitment scheme for Base Mode requires a
sufficiently random s. In the case that s is not sufficiently random, the entropy of s can be increased by
moving to the Extended Mode by encrypting the lowentropy secret with a high-entropy key. Alternatively,
the dealer can pad s with a sufficiently large number
of random bits (e.g., 256 bits). As a final requirement
on secrets and shares having sufficient entropy, we highlight the importance of generating secrets and shares
on a machine with sufficient entropy sources to prevent
amplifying an adversary’s guessing attack [16].

9.5 Implementation
The techniques we employ in our implementation,
specifically for proactive verified secret sharing, are derived from those of Herzberg et al. [22]. Our implementation differs slightly from their Share Update function,
which requires every server in the threshold scheme to
generate a new update value and distribute it to each
other server in the system. In our protocol, any participant may generate an update and send it (noninteractively) to the other participants; the correctness of the
update can be verified from the commitments. These
other participants may be online or offline. If they are
offline they will perform the update when they come
back online. If a participant does not trust an update
they can initiate another update. Finally, we do not require all participants to perform the update generation,
or to be online. Therefore, our derived implementation
(as initiated by any one participant) is noninteractive.
Our implementation is in Rust and uses curve25519dalek [25] for group operations, which we make publicly available (https://crysp.uwaterloo.ca/software/
vss/). Group operations are performed in Edwards form
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for speed and safety properties. The benefit of using
Rust for our implementation is multi-language interoperability and memory safety. Furthermore, our changes
can be integrated with implementations of threshold
schemes in Rust such as RustySecrets [42] and Sunder
[17].
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A Shamir Secret Sharing
Construction
Share Generation and Distribution
1. Let the secret space be S = GF (q)` , where q is a
prime or a prime power, q ≥ n + 1, and ` ≥ 1. Let
s ∈ S be the secret.
2. The dealer D selects t − 1 values independently and
uniformly at random from S as r1 , . . . , rt−1 .
3. The dealer computes f : GF (q) → S as f (x) =
rt−1 xt−1 + rt−2 xt−2 + · · · + r1 x + s.
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4. The dealer generates shares si = (ai , f (ai )) for 1 ≤
i ≤ n, where the ai are arbitrary distinct non-zero
elements of GF (q).
5. The dealer distributes si = (ai , f (ai )) to participant
Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
6. Delete ri ’s from the device.
Reconstruction
1. A coalition of t participants combines their shares
hsi = (xi , yi )iti=1 and performs polynomial interpolation to recover the secret s = f (0) =
Pt
Q
xh
j=1 yj
1≤h≤t,h6=j xh −xj .

B A Ceremony for Sunder
In the following we define a ceremony based on the information contained within the documentation for Sunder [18]. We use our framework to define the ceremony
included in our analysis of Sunder. Note that we have
re-categorized steps from our framework, for example
device to action, depending on Sunder’s implementation
of each step.

B.1 Base Mode Stages
Share Generation
1. Choice: The dealer chooses values for n and t.
2. Device: Generates a signature keypair.
3. Device: Generates n shares (of the secret s ∈
GF (256)` ) si = (ai , f (ai )) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where
the ai are arbitrary distinct non-zero elements of
GF (256). The shares are signed with the signature
key.
4. Action: Delete all copies of s and the signature key.
(The device retains the public verification key.)
Share Distribution
1. Choice: Select n participants (possibly including the
dealer).
2. Choice: Select a secure communication channel (in
person, Signal, etc.).
3. Action: The dealer distributes si = (ai , f (ai )) along
with the public verification key to participant Pi for
1 ≤ i ≤ n.
4. Action: Delete each si from the dealer’s device. Exception is if the dealer is a participant and keeps
one share.
5. Choice: Each participant selects an appropriate
storage mechanism for their share.
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6. Action: Each participant stores their share in the
selected storage mechanism.
Reconstruction
1. Choice: Select a communication channel to bring t
or more shares together.
2. Not Defined: Pr and the contacted participants authenticate one another.
3. Choice: Contacted participants elect whether to
proceed and participate in a reconstruction.
4. Action: If proceeding, a contacted participant sends
their share to Pr .
5. Device: Checks the signature on the received shares.
6. Device: Combines the t or more valid shares using
polynomial interpolation to recover the secret s =
f (0).

B.2 Extended Mode Stages
Secret Preparation
1. Action: Generate a secret key to be used as s.
2. Action: Encrypt F using s and an appropriate authenticated4 encryption algorithm.
3. Action: Store the ciphertext.
Extended Reconstruction
1. Action: Acquire ciphertext from storage.
2. Action: Use recovered s to decrypt the ciphertext.

C A Ceremony for Shatter
Secrets
Shatter Secrets only has an Extended mode of operation, which we define below. Shatter Secrets uses devices with Near Field Communication (NFC) capability
in order to secret share a key s that is used to encrypt
a sensitive drive such as a laptop.
Secret Preparation
1. Action: Generate a secret key to be used as s.
2. Action: Encrypt the sensitive drive using s.
Share Generation
1. Choice: The user chooses values for n and t.

4 Although we specify an authenticated encryption algorithm,
this is not specified by Sunder.
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2. Device: Generates a symmetric key.
3. Device: Generates n shares (of the secret s ∈
GF (256)` ) si = (ai , f (ai )) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where
the ai are arbitrary distinct non-zero elements of
GF (256). The shares are encrypted using authenticated encryption using the symmetric key.
4. Action: Delete all copies of s. (The device retains
the symmetric key.)
Share Distribution
1. Choice: Select n participants.
2. Choice: Select a secure communication channel (in
person, Signal, etc.).
3. Action: The user distributes the encrypted share
E(si ) to participant Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
4. Action: Delete each si from the user’s device.
5. Device: Each participant’s device stores their share.
Reconstruction
1. Action: Meet participant with shares. NFC tap
user’s device to participant’s device to transfer encrypted share. Repeat until t or more shares are
retrieved.
2. Device: Decrypt each share with stored symmetric
key, discarding unsuccessful decryptions.
3. Device: Combine the t or more valid shares using
polynomial interpolation to recover the secret s =
f (0).
4. Device: Use recovered s to decrypt the sensitive
drive.
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